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The effect of retirement on couples
When married people retire, the effect on the spouse can be just as
profound as the effect on the retiree.* If this effect is negative, and es15 August 2009

pecially if it is unexpected, there is then a rebound impact on the re-
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tiree. Unless this is anticipated and dealt with in advance, all the well-

sue of the Retirement Readiness Report, offered as a free

laid plans the retiree has made – with or without your help, but we
hope “with” – will be undermined.

resource, to help you think

This has suddenly become a hot topic in the financial press, because

about how your organization

the poor economy has created additional strains on most people. Fi-

supports the transition into

nancial stress has widened the fault lines in some relationships – or at

retirement.

least magnified the significance of communication lapses that in nor-
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mal times might not have caused as much of a problem.

us at any time if you have

But even in the best of times, retirement brings changes that may or

ideas, criticisms, or other

may not have anything to do with money, but that can cause friction

comments about this publica-
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We have all heard of cases where a homemaker’s daily routine, and
sense of privacy and control over her or his own schedule, is completely disrupted when a working spouse retires and suddenly takes
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over, or even is simply under foot most of the day.

They’re available at:

In Retirement Readiness Report #7, we talked about the importance of

http://www.retirementworks2.com

retirees continuing to have some meaning and purpose in their lives
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after their careers end. When they don’t, and when they are just hang-

Next month:

ing around the house being bored and getting grumpy, it ruins not only
their own happiness, but their spouses’. Retirement needs to be a

What kind of employers are

partnership among everyone in the household.

interested in providing extra
support and advice to their
retiring employees?

* The same applies to unmarried but closely bound parties who live
with and depend on one another, such as unmarried lovers living together, older siblings living together, best friends living together, etc.
For convenience, in this article, we will refer to “spouses,” but for the
most part, all of it applies to unmarried pairs as well.
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The evidence of these problems

there are at least three main

both practical and symbolic con-

is more than anecdotal. A recent

causes for the problems that we

sequences in a relationship.

report by Fidelity Investments on

observe today:

Loosening one’s grip can be hard

couples’ finances shows that lack
of common understanding is

•

spouse may handle the

rampant and getting worse:
•

money, another handles

42% don’t agree on the type

communication with the

of lifestyle to expect in re-

children, etc.

tirement (up from 37% in

•

2007).
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Division of labor: one

44% don’t agree about

•
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60% disagree about either
the husband’s or the wife’s
desirable retirement age (up
from 56%).

•

82% disagree on at least
one of these issues (up
from 79%).

These numbers are staggeringly

trol for a long time – and it can
also be hard for the spouse who
has been sheltered from the nuts
and bolts of managing finances.

Failure to plan for retirement

But in retirement, the finances are

together.

going to change in pervasive and

Personality differences.

sometimes dramatic ways that
will affect both parties. Without

whether to continue working
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I
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the spouses and significantI
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an open discussion about money,
these transitions are likely to be
painful for everyone.
But it’s not just money. When to
retire, whether to move to someplace with a better climate or
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the walls. In particular, the
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even if the direct effect is only on

needs to bring the other spouse

one member of a couple. There

into the loop.

will surely be indirect effects on

We are eagerly anticipating a
book by Dorian Mintzer and Rebecca Taylor now in the works
that deals specifically with how
couples can experience a suc-

the other.

cessful retirement together. But

This can be easier said than

in the meantime, we note that

done. Control of money is full of
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Employers, ironically, can make

constructive and less constructive

ess of renewal is, almost by defi-

these problems worse when, with

ways of accommodating them,

nition, an organic process. It is

the best of intentions, they offer

when helping employees prepare

not a matter of solving some kind

education, guidance, or advice to

for retirement (see, for example,

of logic puzzle. Rather, it re-

their older employees, but leave
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the spouses and significant oth-

#3). And at the very least, what-
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More intractable, of course, are
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work by breaking it down into dis-

personality differences. If one
spouse is an optimist and the
other a pessimist, for example,
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after Fifty by Nancy C. Cosgriff
and Melita A. DeBellis.
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reader – this is a workbook, not a
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next.
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change their outlook and rein-
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concerning their late-in-life transi-
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with the process, and even with
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